Tourism and education intersection: cultural reproduction of Osing community in the Angklung Caruk music festival
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ABSTRACT
Music festivals are social and cultural events mostly seen as activities to present artistic expressions for the audience to enjoy. If it is investigated closely, the presentation of work at festivals is the final culmination of training and learning, both of which are essential elements of the educational process. This research aims to examine and show that music festivals have educational elements, even in the context of tourism interests. The music festival studied was the Angklung Caruk Festival, a type of traditional music from the Osing community. The festival competes for musical skills between student angklung groups in Banyuwangi, East Java. The research uses ethnographic methods to discover and explain the intersection between festivals' education and tourism dimensions. Data collection uses participant observation techniques, interviews, document study, and documentation. Data analysis uses an ethnographic model, including domain analysis, taxonomy, components, and cultural themes. The research results show that the Angklung Caruk music festival is an arena for competition in the beauty of musical works between student groups to achieve victory. This competition has become a tourism commodity packaged under the title Banyuwangi Festival. To present their best musical works, each angklung group receives intensive and profound education from professional musicians, with the support of the school, government, and parents. Thus, the Angklung Caruk Festival is an arena for reproducing Osing traditional music culture which has an economic and educational dimension. It has an impact on strengthening the identity and social repositioning of the Osing community in the present and future.
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1. Introduction

Art festivals as a communal celebration are a cultural phenomenon that grows and develops in people's lives in various countries [1]–[4]. These activities are in the same structure, namely presenting certain artistic expressions for the enjoyment of spectators or visitors. An arts festival is a showcase where visitors or spectators can watch and appreciate one or more artistic expressions created by members. Organizing arts festivals is presented in connection with various other cultural activities such as religious, political, social, and economic activities such as tourism [2], [4]–[7]. Nowadays, arts festivals are closely related to economic aspects related to tourism [4], [8]–[10]. One form of arts festival related to tourism currently developing in various countries is a music festival [6], [11]–[13]. Music festivals related to tourism do not only show a close connection with the economic dimension. As a cultural event, music festivals have layered dimensions [14]. Activities that bring together many people contain interactive and communicative dimensions between artists and audiences [6], meaning that the festival can be seen as a sociological event [15]. Festivals can also be a means for relaxation
and physical activity, which can be compared to sports activities by exploring energy and managing the duration of presentation time [16], [17]. Concerning the psychological dimension, music festivals also support improving the quality of life [18]. One dimension of tourism-related music festivals that is interesting but has yet to receive much attention in previous research reports is the festival's contribution to the world of education. The attention to festivals with an educational dimension carried out three decades ago provided a theoretical basis that an arts festival event, The Indian Ocean Festival 1984, could be seen as a musical education for the art presenters and their audiences [19]. Two decades later, the view emerged that music festivals could be a music education project because they contained historical information, myths, beliefs, and cultural values [20]. A decade later, a proposal emerged to view and understand music festivals as sites of music education [21]. The last three pieces of information mentioned can be an essential basis for seeing that music festivals have an educational dimension, both in developing appreciative abilities for the audience and in aspects of creative practice that require practice and learning for participants who present musical works at the festival.

Based on the information above, this research was motivated to study music festival events regarding tourism commodities to the educational dimension. The music festival that is the material object of this research is the Banyuwangi Angklung Caruk Festival. This music festival competes in the musical skills of angklung groups whose members are formal school students in Banyuwangi, a district on the eastern tip of Java Island, Indonesia. This festival is held annually and is part of the cultural tourism offering called the Banyuwangi Festival. The motivation for research that focuses on the Angklung Caruk Festival is based on the consideration that there still needs to be a study of the issue of music festivals about the educational dimension in Indonesia. The research information written at the beginning is more dominant about festivals held outside Indonesia. In this way, this research provides a contribution in the form of information on the reality of the intersection between the economic dimension and the educational dimension in music festivals based on the tourism industry in Indonesia. Another significant benefit is that research can provide an overview of the music education process, which can be built on a synergistic foundation between the potential of traditional local music and the vision of modern industrialization.

Angklung Caruk is a traditional musical performance art born and developed from the womb of the agrarian culture of the Osing people, an indigenous Banyuwangi community [22]. This musical art has been growing and developing for a long time. It is used as entertainment in various celebrations related to the social life cycle, such as weddings, births of babies, village cleans, and other activities to express gratitude [23]. The essence of the Angklung Caruk performance is a competition of musical abilities between two groups of angklung, presented by performers, for both of them to present and imitate each other's musical works (gending) [22], [24], [25]. However, entering the era of the third millennium, this art began to experience an existential crisis due to various factors, such as the discontinuity in the inheritance of musical abilities between generations and changing socio-cultural contexts [26]. In 2018, this art began to be revived by the Banyuwangi regional government through the Angklung Caruk Festival, where the festival requires participants to be formal school students from elementary school to high school. The festival, part of the Banyuwangi Festival tourism agenda, continues to feature a musical skills competition that Pitts musicians' musical skills against each other by imitating each other's presentation of musical compositions.

Based on the reality of the Angklung Caruk Festival, the festival is a way for the government to bring back traditional artistic expressions that have long been almost dead onto a formal stage covered by tourism activities. This means that the Angklung Caruk Festival makes traditional musical expressions a commodity offered to tourists visiting Banyuwangi to watch. Thus, Angklung Caruk, in the context of this festival, although the expression is still similar, is in a different space and social context. The festival version of Angklung Caruk is not the folk performance version of Angklung Caruk. There is a process of formalization of a context that was initially informal. At this point, the initial assumption of this research emerged that the Angklung Caruk Festival was a cultural reproduction of Osing music in the era of modern industrialization. Cultural reproduction is a process where the ‘origin’ culture is represented in a new environment [27]. This representation process requires cultural capital, including those related to heredity, family, and environment [28]. Thus, the theoretical framework of this research views that the Angklung Caruk Festival is a process of cultural reproduction of the Osing community in which there is an intersection between the goals and economic interests of tourism and the interests of education and cultural inheritance.
2. Method

This research uses a qualitative research approach with ethnographic methods. The consideration of using the ethnographic method is based on the idea that this method has a paradigm framework for descriptively viewing, studying, and explaining things about a particular community or culture [29]. This framework is appropriate for mapping, studying, and describing the reality of the Angklung Caruk Festival as a portrait of the cultural activities of the Osing Banyuwangi community. This assumption is built from associative thinking that ethnography has the proper set of features for conducting socio-cultural research, especially working tool features, which include investigating human actions and stories in their natural context, searching for data from various sources with the main activities being interviews and observations, a more flexible and flexible structure of data collection activities. Ethnography also focuses on cases of social and cultural events on a small scale but in-depth, and data analysis is based on the interpretation of meaning, function, human actions, and practices of social institutions in culture [30]. Ethnographic methods have been widely used in research that focuses on artistic events in the context of society [31]–[33]. In this research, the ethnographic method that is the primary reference is the model developed by Spradley [34], [35]. Data was collected using observation, interviews, documentation, and document study techniques. Observations were made at the Angklung Caruk Festival, which was held in 2017 and 2018. The observations focused on the training process of student Angklung groups leading up to the performance and during the festival staging process.

This observation step was carried out based on a framework of thought that viewed the festival process as not only occurring during contests between groups on the performance stage but had started since the government released the announcement two months before the performance took place. Interview techniques were carried out to collect information regarding festival requirements and procedures and how angklung groups carried out the training and education process in facing the festival. Interviews were conducted in-depth using an open interview model. The informants interviewed were angklung group teachers, angklung trainers, and 25 students who were members of the angklung group. Document study techniques were used in this research to find various artifacts, archives, and documents related to the Angklung Caruk Festival. Document tracing is carried out through formal channels of the local government organizing the festival. Documentation techniques are used in this research to collect various phenomena related to tourism and education with cultural reproduction. Documentation uses still photo, audio, and video recording technology formats. This research uses an ethnographic data analysis model with four stages or phases, namely: (1) Domain Analysis, (2) Taxonomic Analysis, (3) Componential Analysis, and (4) Cultural Theme Analysis [35], [36]. Domain analysis is carried out by classifying information that is still surface in nature but can already be categorized into domains or socio-cultural categories [35]. The domains defined above their analogs are like a kind of cover term, which is then described in more detail in a taxonomy [35]. Taxonomic analysis is carried out using universal semantic relationships. The semantic relationship model used in compiling taxonomic analysis is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic relationship:</th>
<th>A description of the relationship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The strict inclusion of</td>
<td>X is a kind of Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place</td>
<td>X is somewhere in Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X is part of Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cause and effect</td>
<td>X is the result of Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X is one cause of Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reason</td>
<td>X is a reason to do Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A place of action</td>
<td>X is a place of doing Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function</td>
<td>X is used for Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method</td>
<td>X is a way of doing Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>X is one step from Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>X is one of the attributes/characteristics of Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Spradley’s terms, it is "taxonomy in the language of indigenous people." After finding a specific picture or certain patterns from the data, the researcher formulates confirmatory and confrontational questions to test and confirm the researcher’s findings at the componential analysis stage [35]. In Spradley's [35] perspective, cultural theme analysis is a knitted 'red thread' that integrates various existing domains. With the findings from the domain, taxonomy, and component analysis, a
construction of the social situation or phenomenon studied in the research that was previously invisible or has not been revealed can be developed. Themes serve as common semantic relationships between different domains.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Tabuhan iki ojok sampe ilang: Angklung Caruk Festival as an arena for cultural reproduction

At the beginning of its growth and development, the culture of the Osing people was supported by an agrarian economic pattern that depended on people's consumption needs to produce agricultural products. Agrarian economics is because Banyuwangi is in the middle of a fertile ecological environment. The fertility of Banyuwangi or Blambangan ultimately encouraged various foreign powers to control it. In historical records, the Dutch East Indies government tried to control Blambangan in the 1760s and built a modern irrigation system to prepare food reserves in the dry season for Batavia [37]. With the experience of facing successive colonializations caused by soil fertility factors in their environment, the Osing people have created cultural products that are between two strong images, namely the patriotic image and the agrarian image [38]. The agrarian lifestyle of the Osing Banyuwangi community has given rise to many social practices related to agricultural activities. One of the social practices that grow in agricultural culture is socio-artistic activities in rice fields or fields in the form of interaction and communication between farmers using the angklung musical instrument [39]. Initially, the product of agricultural social practices was the art of angklung paglak, a form of bamboo percussion instrument that was played on a paglak, a tall hut in a rice field or field. This musical instrument is played for several functions, namely: driving away animals that are plant pests such as birds, driving away wild animals around the agricultural area, and at the same time as a means of communication between farmers, namely as a sign that there are farmers in the paglak.

Communication with the sound of angklung paglak carried out between farmers guarding paddy fields and fields developed into interactions to show off each other's ability to play musical instruments and show off the musical instruments they created. This process developed into mutual imitation to actualize the farmers' musical abilities. From showing off each other's songs and imitating each other, a new socio-artistic practice developed, which specifically became a space for competing for the ability to play the angklung musical instrument, namely the performing art of Angklung Caruk. In the historical sequence by Hendratha [40], the art of Angklung Caruk began to grow in the lives of the people of Osing Banyuwangi around 1938. It started with the initiative of a resident who had a social celebration, which invited two angklung groups to compete by taking turns showing off their musical compositions and continued guessing the musical compositions as the culmination. The practice of performing Angklung Caruk then developed into a habit that continues occasionally. The continuity of the practice of performing Angklung Caruk can be read from previous research reports such as the writings of the Banyuwangi P & K Service Research Team [41], Wolbers [22], [42], Sutton [43], Hastanto in 2002 [24], Karsono [25], until the last Hendratha [40].

The continuity of the practice of performing Angklung Caruk confirms that this art is an art that has become a tradition in the lives of the people of Osing Banyuwangi. As time goes by, the economic system of Banyuwangi society is moving and developing from an agrarian economic system to an industrial (post-agrarian) one. The reality of the development of the economic system from agriculture to industry has been happening for a long time in Banyuwangi, starting around the 1970s when the seafood processing industry was pioneered in Muncar District, Banyuwangi on the east coast (http://bappeda.jatimprov.go.id). In that year, five fish processing and canning companies were established whose production processes involved residents as workers and, in the development of these companies' production, were able to serve the needs of local, regional, national, and even international markets. Industrial development in Banyuwangi is taking place so rapidly that it is now starting to penetrate various sectors, including what is currently being promoted as the development of the tourism industry. The development of the tourism industry is being taken seriously by the regional government of Banyuwangi Regency. This seriousness can be seen from the birth of the legal basis for the region's tourism development policy in the form of Regional Regulation (Perda) Number 13 of 2012 concerning the Banyuwangi Regency Tourism Development Master Plan. In this regional regulation, in Chapter 1 of the General Provisions, there is a definition of the concept of "Tourism
Industry,” namely a collection of interrelated tourism businesses in order to produce goods and services to meet the needs of tourists in organizing tourism [44, p. 4]. The regional regulation also contains an explanation section regarding Cultural Tourism Objects, detailing and describing several traditional arts that have the potential to become tourist attractions, one of which is the Angklung Caruk art [44].

Tourism development in Banyuwangi in non-environmental tourism is done by diversifying tourism packages based on community culture. The government works in synergy with the community through various identification, facilitation, processing, and packaging programs for cultural products that can become tourist attractions. This effort shows a process of cultural commodification for tourism purposes. The cultural products widely used as commodities for Banyuwangi tourism development are the traditional culture of the Osing people, which are numerous and varied, such as arts, customs, rituals, food/culinary, community habits, traditional sports, and so on. The annual Banyuwangi Festival (B'Fest) event displays various cultural products packaged as tourism commodities. This cultural event began in 2012, during the reign of Regent Abdullah Azwar Anas. This event becomes a kind of "showcase" to display the exotic culture of the people of Banyuwangi, so it is hoped that people outside Banyuwangi, in particular, and Indonesian and foreign people, will be interested in seeing more about the unique culture and natural beauty of the region at the eastern tip of the island of Java. The model of packaging traditional culture in festivals is usually called commodification, meaning that traditional cultural products become commodities to be repackaged and 'sold' to tourists [45], [46]. Starting from B'Fest 2017, several traditional arts of the Osing people were added and packaged in new forms.

The Package includes the performing arts of Angklung Caruk music, which is packaged as a student festival performance between schools representing the sub-district area. The Angklung Caruk Festival performance contributes to the diversity of cultural tourism offerings in Banyuwangi. With this festival, the people of Osing can also enjoy the angklung caruk performance and its tense atmosphere. The Angklung Caruk Festival is also a movement and activity to preserve traditional arts because the participants are students. Thus, the inclusion of Angklung Caruk in the Banyuwangi Festival can be seen as a reality of the intersection between the need for tourism diversification and the social nostalgia of Osing, and at the same time, the importance of preserving traditional arts through education so that they survive in the future. The Angklung Caruk Festival, as part of the Banyuwangi Festival, is an old social practice inherited amid a new social arena. The recent performance of Angklung Caruk is outside the rice field arena but is in the middle of the tourism and education arena. This situation means that the Banyuwangi district government is very serious about developing tourism with a vision of education and conservation, with evidence of developing and implementing policy documents in cultural tourism programs. As reinforcement for this proposition, it can listen to the Regent's speech at the final opening of the Angklung Caruk Festival at the Gesibu building (arts and culture building) Banyuwangi on February 17, 2018, below:

“Great children in the context of Angklung Caruk, applause for all of them, enjoy watching Angklung Caruk. Hopefully, this is part of us to maintain the cultural tradition in the Banyuwangi area, namely Angklung Caruk in various remote villages, which has been going on for years in Banyuwangi. Thank you. I see the children's clothes are already beautiful; they have been dressing up since this afternoon, and yesterday, I went to the villages to elementary schools. Many children have been practicing Angklung Caruk in several schools... "Hopefully, tonight will be a good night to produce great children in Angklung Caruk.”

In the social practice of the Angklung Caruk Festival, students prepare themselves for the festival stage guided by trainers who have backgrounds as senior and professional Angklung Caruk artists. The students at each rehearsal are given various artistic materials according to the elements of the performance bill, which the festival's rules have framed. Trainers who master artistic elements in the Angklung Caruk art tradition transfer knowledge, understanding, and skills regarding these various elements to the students they train. In the social practice perspective developed by Bourdieu, the interaction between the trainer and the angklung group students being trained can be seen as a process of internalizing externalities, where this process is part of habitus formation [47]. This view is strengthened by the fact that the artistic elements in Angklung Caruk as something foreign, different from the students' everyday world, are internalized within them by the trainers through various strategies and methods. The situation means that the practice process is a social space where student
members of the angklung group experience the process of socialization and learning about Angklung Caruk. Bourdieu sees that experience and learning can explicitly shape a person's habitus even when this occurs in childhood [48]. A set of knowledge and artistic skills mastered by angklung group students from the training process can only be considered a habitus if implemented in the appropriate arena. It can be explained that the integrity of habitus formation occurs when the knowledge and skills in working on music and other artistic elements internalized by the trainer have been re-realized, re-articulated, or externalized by the students in the appropriate arena. In the context of the Angklung Caruk Festival, the arena is a performance stage. It means that the representation of externalizing habitus works on music and other artistic elements presented on stage. Behind the externalization process on the performance stage, there is a process of "reverse flow" of discovery or updating of new experience-based knowledge or artistic skills. From this "backflow" finally occurs the process of completing the habitus in students, which was previously only formed during practice. Simply put, the habitus formation process occurs back and forth. The rehearsal process is the internalization of the habitus for preparing performance practice on the festival stage. In contrast, the presentation on the performance stage is the externalization and, simultaneously, the re-internalization of the habitus from the experience of presenting the work.

The process of internalization and externalization of habitus in the process of practicing and staging the Angklung Caruk Festival reinforces the view that cognitive and affective factors are determinants in the formation of habitus, where this is also influenced by three conditions, namely: (1) "the result of governing actions," (2) "ways of being" or "habitual conditions," and (3) "tendencies," "intentions" or "tendencies" [49]. In this case, the result of the action is the presentation of a musical work on the festival stage, which enriches the formation of a habitus based on stage experience. In this case, the way of becoming a habitual condition is when the angklung group students undergo training. Meanwhile, tendency, intention, or tendency is the motivation or enthusiasm of students and coaches to undergo the training and performance process to become a winner, whether winning by achieving the best performance individually or in a group. The angklung group's motivation to become champions in the festival is more than just to win formal awards. As a social practice, the group's motivation to win the Angklung Caruk Festival also has an orientation towards reproducing social structures, both the social structure of senior artists as trainers and the social structure of students, school communities, and regional communities represented by the angklung group. At the trainer level, winning at the Angklung Caruk Festival is an achievement that can strengthen his social position in the artist community. The victory of the trained group can reaffirm its quality and credibility among other senior artists who compete at the festival, as well as other senior artists who act as judges or referees at the festival. At the student level, winning at the festival can strengthen their social position in the internal life of the school, and they gain prestige as students who excel at school. At the school level, winning at the festival is a means of strengthening the existence of school institutions so that school administrators gain prestige among managers of other educational units. Meanwhile, at the community level, winning a festival is a social achievement that can strengthen the community's existence in social interactions or strengthen the region's image as the most "artful" region among other regions.

Considering the importance of winning the festival, the various stakeholders compete with each other to maximize their efforts and struggle to support their group to win the festival. To be a winner is done by optimizing the capital owned, including cultural, social, symbolic, and economic capital. Cultural capital relates to the potential of cultural habits in an area close to the angklung group, which contributes to forming the group's artistic strength. Social capital is related to the potential of individuals and artistic communities close to the angklung group, which supports the formation of artistic skills and knowledge of student members of the group. Symbolic capital is the potential related to the legacy of a great figure or regional name, which supports the formation of respect and enthusiasm within the group to win. Meanwhile, economic capital is potential in funding that supports preparing and performing an angklung group. The logic of social practice, which manifests itself in the Angklung Caruk Festival arena, is that angklung groups with more complete and more significant capital will have a higher chance of becoming champions or winners of the festival, and vice versa. The struggle to win the festival is the effort of every party involved to reproduce their social structure. A fundamental form of struggle in the festival arena is presenting musical works by student members of the group. In this musical presentation, various musical creations are constructed that can present the group's artistic and musical abilities and the characteristics of the musical culture of the Osing
people. Thus, from the perspective of social reproduction, producing music in festivals can be seen as a strategy of struggle in competition, which also expresses the social tastes of the Osing community.

Working on music and other artistic elements in the Angklung Caruk Festival cannot be separated from artistic practice habits in the past. It happens because the aesthetic-artistic elements that the Osing people have enjoyed from Angklung Caruk performances and other Osing traditional art performances in the past have already developed into people's tastes. The tastes embedded in the minds and feelings of community members ultimately determine the construction of community appreciation when watching the presentation of gending works on the festival stage. Work whose exploration crosses the boundaries of taste will be appreciated less than work that meets or conforms to people's tastes. In social practice, where there is interaction between habitus and arena, taste has a vital role in grouping people with the same tastes and distinguishing them from other groups with different tastes [50]. Based on this view, an understanding can be formulated that the aesthetic-artistic tastes in the Angklung Caruk Festival unite the Osing people into the social unity of their community. At the same time, these tastes become a distinguishing characteristic of the Osing community from other social groups in Banyuwangi. In simple language, the aesthetic-artistic taste in creating music for the Angklung Caruk Festival is the distinguishing identity of the Osing people from other community groups in Banyuwangi. In interviews, senior professional artists as trainers expressed the view that the Angklung Caruk Festival is essential for passing on the life of angklung music culture to the younger generation so that it can remain sustainable in the future. This information can be seen in the following statement:

“Tabuhan (Angklung Caruk) is an original Osing art, there are other arts such as gandrung, kutilangan, mocuan. Lots of Osing art, and it is good. However, now there are few children who want to practice Osing art. Yes, I am happy that now there are all kinds of arts festivals, good angklung festivals, menne tabuhan ikai ojo nganti ilang (Do not let us lose this angklung caruk)”

The Angklung Caruk Festival is thus a new cultural form whose content is taken from old cultural products, namely the traditional Angklung Caruk performing arts. It happened due to changes in the cultural life of the Banyuwangi people from an agrarian economy to an industrial economy. The reality of reproducing (reproducing) old culture in a new form coincides with reproducing (reproducing) the social structure of society. The situation happens because cultural reproduction and social reproduction coincide, and there is a process of mutual influence [51]. It means that the Angklung Caruk Festival is a portrait of the reality of socio-cultural reproduction. Abdullah believes that the process of cultural reproduction is a socio-cultural process that involves two important things, namely: (1) the process of domination and subordination in cultural dynamics at the social level and (2) the process of resistance in the reproduction of cultural identity by a group of people at the individual level [27].

3.2. Hang Menang Banyuwangi: the intersection of tourism and education dimensions in the arena of cultural reproduction

In Bourdieu's view, the arena or field he means is a 'social arena' in which struggles or maneuvers take place to compete for resources or stakes and limited access. In the arena, there is something at stake. These can be cultural artifacts, lifestyle, housing, intellectual/educational progress, employment, land, power, social class, and prestige. For this reason, each arena has a different logic and structure of necessity and relevance, a product of habitus and habitus producers that are specific and adapt to the arena [49]. Based on Bourdieu's thoughts above, the Angklung Caruk Festival should be considered an arena. This eligibility is based on the reality of the festival in line with the criteria outlined by Bourdieu regarding the arena. This festival was initiated initially and proposed by Dr. Taufiq Hidayat, a doctor and cultural observer from Banyuwangi. This idea is based on childhood cultural memories where Angklung Caruk is a fascinating, lively, and creative musical performance. This proposal was then approved by the Blambangan Arts Council and brought to the planning meeting for the annual tourism agenda entitled Banyuwangi Festival.

In the Angklung Caruk Festival, at the participant level, there is a struggle to fight over something limited in nature, namely self-esteem and pride (prestige) as the champion or best presenter. However, behind the competition between festival participants, it can be found that various interests are at stake between various social elements in the festival. It means that social elements other than the Angklung Caruk Festival participants struggle for interests based on their position and power. The Angklung Caruk Festival can be seen as structuring the position, role, and position of other social elements in
the festival. The social element with the most vital position in the Angklung Caruk Festival is the Regent of Banyuwangi as the head of the regional government. The strength of this position is due to the political power he has. With this political power, the Angklung Caruk Festival can be held. In contrast to the Regent, who has political power and has a dominant role in determining the Angklung Caruk Festival, Dr. Taufiq Hidayat, as the proposer, is seen as having more cultural power. In the context of proposing this festival, the position of Dr. Taufiq Hidayat as the proposer is not under (subordination) to the Regent nor above him but is in an equal position (homology). However, the Regent still has more power or authority in this relationship because he can accept or reject the festival proposal.

In the context of urgency, the interests at stake are Dr. Taufiq Hidayat proposed that holding the Angklung Caruk Festival is in the future cultural interests of Osing—Dr. Taufiq Hidayat's ideas and suggestions. Taufiq Hidayat fights for the sustainability of Osing music culture by reproducing (reproducing) Angklung Caruk performances. In its form, this re-production does not have to be similar to the traditional culture of Angklung Caruk performances in the past, but at least it is close to that form. Besides that, thoughts about cultural sustainability also underlie the decision that the festival participants will be students. This decision is related to investment in traditional culture so that it can be inherited and continued by the young generation of Banyuwangi in the future. The following social position that takes an interest in the Angklung Caruk Festival is the Disbudpar. As an institution responsible for managing culture and tourism, it is interested in ensuring that the Angklung Caruk Festival, as a cultural and tourism event, can be managed well. The successful management of this festival certainly has two significant impacts on the Disbudpar institution: First, by successfully managing the Angklung Caruk Festival, it can strengthen its institutional identity as a manager of tourism and cultural events under its primary duties and functions; Second, the success of the Angklung Caruk Festival is proof of responsibility for managing the policies mandated by the Regent to the Disbudpar institution. Considering this vital impact, the Banyuwangi Disbudpar collaborated with the Banyuwangi Arts Council (DKB) in managing the implementation of the Angklung Caruk Festival.

DKB, as an arts-oriented community organization, is interested in supporting the implementation of the Angklung Caruk Festival. Various groups join DKB, practitioners, thinkers, and experts in the arts, including traditional arts. Therefore, it is in the DKB's interest to support the festival so that its implementation runs smoothly and stays within the standards and values of the Angklung Caruk art tradition. This support is carried out by sending the best human resources (HR) from DKB to support the success of the Angklung Caruk Festival. Through the synergy of DKB with Disbudpar, an Angklung Caruk Festival can be built, which still has entertainment and tourism value but does not eliminate the essence or cultural value of Angklung Caruk. At the education authority level, in this case, the sub-district Education (UPT), the interest in participating in the Angklung Caruk Festival is to compete with other sub-districts and to carry out the primary duties and functions as education coordinator at the sub-district level. With its political power, the UPT of education has the authority to mobilize education units (schools) as institutions under it to form angklung groups with good abilities to achieve victory in the festival. Achieving victory in the festival can be a tool to prove that his duties as educational unit coordinator have been carried out. Apart from that, winning can be a tool to increase prestige among fellow education UPTs in the Banyuwangi district. Based on these interests, the sub-district education UPT tries to be able to present angklung groups to the best of their abilities.

Efforts to manage and display the best angklung groups are also carried out by educational units (schools). The principal, through the art teacher at the school, is the spearhead of the group's preparations for the performance at the festival. The activities start from selecting trainers, selecting students, facilitating training, and providing various recommendations. The school's interest in participating in the Angklung Caruk Festival is apart from carrying out the duties of the sub-district education UPT and raising the school's name, see Fig. 1. Successfully presenting an artistic performance, especially if the groups can win, will become a means of promotion for the school. The public will increasingly recognize the school as an educational institution with superior quality because it can develop students' artistic talents well. The school winner impacts the process of accepting new students, and the school will become a favorite school for parents. The social elements that are visibly actively involved in the competition during the Angklung Caruk Festival are the students. The position of the angklung group students in the festival arena is at the bottom. In terms
of political power, they are under the control of the educational UPT, socio-culturally under the control of school principals and teachers, and artistically under the trainers. However, UPT education, school principals, and coaches' positions needed strengthening when the stage was underway. The power to achieve victory is in the hands of these students, and the third social element is just waiting for these students to achieve their achievements. With good performance, the prestige of these three elements is raised, but if a group loses, they will not get high prestige.

![Fig. 1. Student Angklung group presents musical works at the festival.](image)

At the student level, being a member of the angklung group is a source of pride. The student members of the group expressed it in interviews. This pride arises because of the feeling of being different from other students. This feeling of difference is because they are considered part of a group of students with more artistic competence than their friends and are proud of carrying out assignments from schools or sub-districts. Apart from that, pride also arises when they are on stage and able to show off their musical playing skills to the audience. It means that students are also interested in risking artistic competence or artistic skills for prestige for themselves and their group on stage. This stake in prestige also happens to the coaches of the angklung groups at the Angklung Caruk Festival. The trainers, who are generally panjak/senior musicians and clowns/senior angklung dancers, even though they are not involved in competition on stage, have their artistic power represented by the presentation of their students' artistic works. In this way, the success of the group he trained impacted, increasing his prestige as an expert in practicing angklung music and reaffirming himself as an angklung artist. When the winning trophy is handed over, the coach, teachers, and principal usually go up to the stage to take photos with the contingent they train—this moment increased the coach’s pride because it seemed like he was also getting an award.

The following social element at stake in the Angklung Caruk Festival is the jury and referee for the gending competition. This social group is considered to have artistic authority and knowledge about Angklung Caruk. These two things are at stake in the festival event. The more objective and fair the assessment is, the stronger their reputation as artists and cultural figures will be. On the other hand, if errors or inaccuracies occur in the assessment, which results in dissatisfaction among the participants, the reputation of the referees and judges will decrease, and the public's trust in them will be lost. The positions of the referee and jury in the Angklung Caruk Festival are in equal positions. The referee reports the results of the song-guessing competition, and the jury accumulates the scores. In adjudicating matches and providing assessments, these two social elements are interested in educating festival participants and spectators regarding various ideal and good things in the aesthetics of Angklung Caruk and, at the same time, instilling sportsmanship values through messages. The moral message when announcing the winners is pride. The group that is considered the winner in the Angklung Caruk Festival is the group that can imitate the melodic composition of the musical work presented by their enemy group, see Table 2.

The element of the Caruk Angklung Festival that has significant social power and influences to pressure the performance is the audience, and they are a psychological pressure group for the angklung group. Traditionally, Angklung Caruk performances do not include a judge or referee. The audience even has the power to determine which angklung group is better in the caruk (context). Determining the winner by the audience indeed contains a high potential for bias because if the most significant number of viewers support one group, then it is sure that the other group will lose. In traditional performances that are not festivals, losing support means losing the caruk; that is the reality that happened in the past. Unsurprisingly, horizontal conflicts arise between audiences and musicians in
traditional Angklung Caruk, especially when one group does not accept the assessment of another group or its supporters, especially if both have the same number of supporters and are equally fanatical. At the Angklung Caruk Festival, the typology of spectators as fanatical supporters still exists. Fanatical supporters here are viewers who support more because of subjective preferences and less based on objectivity. This audience model is generally formed because they have emotional ties to certain angklung groups. This emotional bond can be formed, for example, due to the relationship between parents whose children are members of an angklung group, relatives’ relationships, teacher-student relationships, and even emotional relationships because one area or one sub-district loves the same as the angklung group that performs. These fanatical supporters are willing to flock to watch the student angklung contingent from their sub-district perform.

Table 2. List of participants in the 2018 Student Angklung Caruk Festival

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Name of School</th>
<th>District</th>
<th>Description of Achievement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>SDN 1 Mojopanggung</td>
<td>Giri</td>
<td>Best Angklung Player and Kendang Player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>SDN Wongsorejo</td>
<td>Wongsorejo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>SDN Glenmore</td>
<td>Glenmore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>MI Negeri Songgon</td>
<td>Songgon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>SDN Srono</td>
<td>Srono</td>
<td>Featured Groups, Best Uniforms and Best Clowns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>SDN Kabat</td>
<td>Kabat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SDN Blimbingsari</td>
<td>Blimbingsari</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>SDN Licin</td>
<td>Licin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>SDN Olehsari/Glagah</td>
<td>Glagah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>SDN Banyuwangi</td>
<td>Banyuwangi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>SDN Sempu</td>
<td>Sempu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>SDN Singojuruh / SDN 2 Alasmalang</td>
<td>Singojuruh</td>
<td>Best Presenting Group and Best Sinden (vocal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>SDN Muncar</td>
<td>Muncar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>SDN Kedungrejo</td>
<td>Bangurejo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Participants in the primary school level category

Apart from fanatical audiences, at the Caruk Angklung Festival, there are general audiences who deliberately come to take advantage of the Angklung Caruk music festival. Some of these spectators are tourists from outside Banyuwangi who are interested in witnessing cultural exoticism or satisfying their desire for adventure to witness the various cultural diversity of the archipelago. Apart from that, there are also viewers from within the Banyuwangi area who deliberately watch to enjoy the beauty and uniqueness of the work presented, reminisce about the Angklung Caruk performance, or there are also those who watch to build their existence by sharing photos of themselves (selfies) via social media. Based on the facts described, a construction of thought can be built regarding the Angklung Caruk Festival from a social practice perspective. In the cultural reproduction paradigm, the arena in social practice is not a purely physical event, nor is it a condition whose structure is fragmented, but the arena is a network structure that frames relations between social positions/positions [52]. More specifically, Bourdieu explains that the arena is a system of structured social positions, where the structure is controlled by individuals or institutions who have the power to structure various social positions. The structuring of this arena occurs internally in the context of power relations between social positions [49]. Considering Bourdieu’s thoughts, a temporary understanding can be drawn that the Angklung Caruk Festival is a social arena because, in it, various social elements place themselves
in their respective positions according to their status, position, and role to then build relationships between agents (individuals or groups) by bargaining with each other—bargain based on the strength of its position. Another understanding that can be constructed is that various interests meet in the Angklung Caruk Festival arena. The government is interested in preserving music culture and increasing Banyuwangi's culture-based tourism rating. Meanwhile, schools and students as educational individuals have an interest in achieving social prestige for their schools to increase the school's recognition rating in society. At this point, the intersection or wedge between the education and tourism domains can be seen. Which party will be the winner of this festival contest? The informant's opinion from the trainer, who is generally a professional traditional angklung artist, stated that 'hang wins yo Banyuwangi' (the winner is Banyuwangi). This statement implies that anyone who feels their interests have been achieved, but in fact, the winner of these interests is Banyuwangi. It can be explained because, with the Angklung Caruk Festival, Banyuwangi's traditional music culture can be passed on to the younger generation; at the same time, tourism offers more diversity and attracts many tourists to visit Banyuwangi. Of course, this will open up more tremendous potential for regional revenue receipts.

4. Conclusion
As a process of sociocultural reproduction, the Angklung Caruk Festival produces cultural products that have meaning and essential value for people's lives. Based on the analysis, the research found seven crucial impacts of the Angklung Caruk Festival: the preservation of musical works/gending, the inheritance of gamelan equipment, the inheritance of knowledge behind the gamelan's physical set, the regeneration of young artists, the social existence of senior artists, the prestige of school, institution, and community, and the diversification of cultural tourism. This conclusion has implications for the need to build tourism events that can also preserve culture, especially for other regions in Indonesia. This research has limitations in that its regional coverage is in Banyuwangi. Therefore, further research can better look at art festivals in other regions of Indonesia.
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